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By Muslim Mirror News,

Mumbai: It seems promoting  anti Muslim cops is the
priority of the government . The  appointment of
Maharashtra’s Anti-Terrorist Squad chief and senior IPS
officer Rakesh Maria as new police commissioner of
Mumbai is the latest example of this  fact. Maria’s role
has been always questionable in many cases dealing
with Muslims from the murder of Karkare  to alleged
bribing of witnesses to help police case, from the murder
of Qateel Siddiqui in Pune jail to implicating Muslim
youths in several terror related cases who were later
acquitted by courts .

More surprisingly a meritorious and honest  IPS officer,
Javed Ahmed, due for the post through his seniority, was
passed over and the post was given to Rakesh Maria.

Maria’s appointment followed a late night meeting between Chief Minister Prithviraj Chavan and
Home Minister R.R. Patil, an official said.

Singh had tendered his resignation from the post and sought voluntary retirement as he plans to
contest the ensuing Lok Sabha elections.

Maria comes with a rich experience of handling anti-terror operations starting with the probes in
March 1993 Mumbai serial bomb blasts, the 2003 twin terror blasts and later investigating the
26/11 terror attacks.

How Maria implicated Mirza Himayat Baig in Pune German Bakery blast case can be seen in the
following report of  First Post.

http://www.firstpost.com/india/german-bakery-blast-convict-who-is-mirza-himayat-baig-
699134.html
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AIIM demands immediate arrest of Rakesh Maria

‘Arrest Nikhil Tikone Immediately’ demands Abu Asim Azmi in his letter to

Maharashtra CM

Maha CM promises to table Mahmoodur Rahman panel report in Assembly within

month

17 RESPONSES

Zeeshan 

February 16, 2014 at 7:02 pm

What nonsense is this? Being anti terrorist doesn’t mean anti Muslim. Don’t sensationalize the

news you dumb reporter.

Faiz 

February 17, 2014 at 6:26 pm

what about when govt didn’t give the same post to much senior police offer Javed

Ahmed what you can say about that ???

that also a dumb reporting

MAKhan 

February 18, 2014 at 4:57 pm

Please see this link: http://www.scribd.com/doc/207529011/Prevention-of-

Terrorism-or-Religious-Intolerance-Stories-of-Torture-as-told-by-the-Victims

varun india 

February 17, 2014 at 5:50 pm

he is a good and honest police officer.

Mumbai 
February 17, 2014 at 7:29 pm

Mr Kamble was also sr. to Rakesh maria, why he has not being given a chance, Because he was

a Dalit?

Ambrin, Shaheen Bagh 

February 18, 2014 at 2:34 pm

Rakesh Maria appointment as Mumbai Police Chief should be condemned for gross Human

Rights violation. All conscientious people should demand his immediately removal.

#RemoveMaria UNDER MARIA The pregnant Shabana was STRIPPED naked and forced to beat

her father with chappals.

#RemoveMaria UNDER MARIA Rahim Karbelkar pleading for medical aid died within hours of his

admission to the JJ hospital.
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#RemoveMaria UNDER MARIA Putting dirty chappals in the mouth of Muslim detainees was a

regular practice.

#RemoveMaria UNDER MARIA Inserting chilly powder into private parts of Muslim detainees

part of torture.

#RemoveMaria UNDER MARIA Water was scarce even for drinking. Many Muslim women

inmates were forced to drink their urine.

#RemoveMaria UNDER MARIA food served to inmates comprised 4 loaves of bread with watery

daal at 8: 30 in the evening.

#RemoveMaria UNDER MARIA food served to inmates comprised 2 small loaves of bread/pouch

of tea at 12:30 in the afternoon.

#RemoveMaria UNDER MARIA no medical treatment. Muslims hospitalised beaten `within an

inch of their lives’ by the police’.

HEENA SADICOTE,BANDRA-WEST 

June 6, 2014 at 7:44 pm

hey the way miya men and women even behave with their own they should not be

give water

T M Zeyaul Haque 

February 19, 2014 at 8:15 pm

Congress NCP real face is exposed. Rakesh Maria appointment as Mumbai Commissioner is a

slap on Muslim’s face, rule of law and natural justice.

Teach these vultures a lesson in coming election.

Mohammad Ansab Hussain 

February 20, 2014 at 5:16 pm

Why do Muslim Organizations wake up out of slumber only at the time of elections? Why do

they prostitute Muslims just as vote bank and themselves as pimp?

Come election, these so called “Muslim Well wishers” put themselves for auction and goes to

the highest bidder.

#Shame #Shame #Shame

If they have any shame left, they should raise the atrocities and high handedness of Rakesh

Maria and demand his immediate removal from his post as Mumbai Police Commissioner.

rajnish/delhi 
February 24, 2014 at 2:22 am

Guy’s stop this victimhood attitude . Maria is one of the best police officers India has. He is an

great patriot who has played mazor role in eliminating national enemies . May be he would have

made few mistake which would have caused collateral damage leading to injustice to some

innocent youths . To try and portray and discredit all his work based on any isolated mistake is

unjustified . Guy who died in Pune jail was an known terrorist and just because some terrorist

got away due to loop holes in our legal system doe not make them innocent and gives anyone

right to sully whole system . This type of reaction from significant section of Muslims creates

suspicion about their intent . In India 80% criminals get away from our legal system due to

incompetence and meager resources of our police , does that means that some alien is doing

these crimes . Our politician get away in scam does that mean they are innocent . In fact during

terror attack on 26/11 it seemed that he was restrained by then commissioner to take actions

to mitigate losses. Stop the nonsense of sullying Karkare’s martyrdom by doing so you are

insulting family of this brave son of India. Come out from the world of conspiracy theories which

seem to have become specialty of Muslim societies all over the world . Israel did 9/11, India self

inflicted terror attacks and blamed Islamic radicals , IM does not exists and is creation of IB &

CBI , all terrorist caught are innocent and India is targeting Muslims . Floating fantastic theories

to negate crime against humanity being done by a section of Muslims inspired by its

interpretation of Islam although most Muslims have nothing to do with these animals but it

seems large section of Muslim population tries to dilute these crimes by giving legitimacy to

these conspiracy theories intended to shift blame and infact to put blame on victim himself .

This pattern of conspiracy theories has become very pervasive in gone by decade is . Prior to

this they use to to defend terror acts in name of interpreted injustice being done to Muslims .

World now understands this strategy of Political Islam and no more non Muslim world can be

hoodwinked . This game which started after first world war by Islamic Ideologue like Mr.

Maududi of india and Hassan al-Banna of Egypt for setting the agenda of Political Islam for

world dominance has been exposed in the age of Internet as no more can these guy’s work

clandestinely in secrecy by having 2 faces , one for Muslim ummah exhorting jihad by all means

, adapting as per the situation they find themselves at that point of time ( when minority use

secularism to undermine majority and play victimhood to the hilt , take offence at the drop of

the hat and get ballistic , If in majority give no space to non Muslims and keep them in

repressive and humiliating subjugation ) to ensure dominance of Islam .Other face for rest of

the world which presents Islam as an religion of peace for keeping non Muslims unaware of war

( demographic , Ideological , Financial , political ) preparation of Islamic world till the time they

become powerful enough to take over the world. Using taqia very adroitly .
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Name/Place

Mahesh Mumbai 
April 11, 2014 at 12:15 pm

This is sad depiction. Why you, as a journalist, cloud people’s mind. This article is written in

poor taste and with some prejudice / pre-conceived notion. please do not do this

Kartikey , bhopal 
April 11, 2014 at 8:09 pm

He is a good officer. He has finished dons in mumbai he has done more good things likd

mumbai attack. He is one of the best officer in the country.

HEENA SADICOTE,BANDRA-WEST 

June 6, 2014 at 7:48 pm

why dont you do something about dirty society membars don in illegal building on

hill road trying to get me locked up by using my legal ideas f

Ambrin, Shaheen Bagh 

April 12, 2014 at 1:23 am

What is shocking is some of blatant communal fascists mindset are defending the indefensible

acts of Rakesh Maria. Police officers are assigned the noble duties of defending and protecting

the rights of its citizens, follow the general procedural rule of law but unfortunately some of

them like Rakesh Maria violates the very principles of law. Protector these noble laws infringes

the rights of citizens as enshrined in the Indian Constitution turn into tormentors. It is

disgusting to see such officers sitting on high positions of power. They should be dismissed from

the police force and prosecuted under IPC for blatant Human Rights violations and inexplicable

tales of atrocities committed against your fellow citizens whom they are paid to protect. Its

sanghi mindset rancour against Muslims defend the indefensible acts of Rakesh Maria. Maria

who ought to be behind bar is still continuing as Mumbai Police Commissioner.

Shame Shame Shame

HEENA SADICOTE,BANDRA-WEST 

June 6, 2014 at 7:46 pm

well muslim men as well as i have to say slumy society members of fisherflk kind

helped in my human rights violationas well his crokked miya lawyer

HEENA SADICOTE,BANDRA-WEST 

June 6, 2014 at 7:41 pm

Bandra police station corruption,lady police harassment

hey sir/man since 2010 i have been under illegal surveillance-ipc 509

by my sick miya dad and sicker society members

in 2010 i went to ask report under simple procedure and fat lady police forcibly locked me up

and helped my sick dad who thinks that if women aren’t humble and dont give sex they should

be locked up in masina without a court order

and in may 4 2014 again the lady police suslla and the same fat lady police and would not lodge

my it act vs 66 and right to privacy 21in constitution complaint helping in my molestation by

dirty family miya men and even threats by sick meena apts hill road bandra west people who

live in society without Conveyance

have an introspection???…

Satish/mumbai 
April 30, 2015 at 7:41 am

Before commenting on the credentials of Mr Maria, Muslims need to comment on their

community to give us the answer of high criminalization among Muslims. Why is it that 99 % of

terrorist acts are by Muslims? Why is it that they think a Muslim are innocents despite the

dastardly acts by their brothers within and outside India. And why do they need to think that a

police commissioner if Hindu by religion cannot be secular ? This is plain ghetto attitude that for

Muslims to be safe.. Every head and tail in governance needs to be of their religion only. They

never will be part of mainstream with such sick attitude.
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